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Overlord, Vol. 11 (light novel)
Not everyone is as quick on the draw as Hori and Miyamura when it comes to love. Ever the
trustworthy friend, Ishikawa has seen the couple through thick and thin, but his own heart
seems to be taking a more meandering road to romance. Having realized that he and
Yoshikawa might be more than "just friends," Ishikawa is now stuck attempting to navigate the
murky waters between friendship and love. But one thing he does know is that the time he
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spends with Yoshikawa, however mystifying, is special in its own right

Invader ZIM Vol. 1
COVER NOT FINAL, SUBJECT TO CHANGE This full-color hardcover artbook showcases the
third and fourth seasons of the animated science-fiction adventures of everyone's favorite
alcoholic scientist and his grandson! Rick and Morty are back, baby! They never even left!
Reruns, dog! Streaming! Anyway, grab your portal gun and get back to exploring the creation
of this beloved TV series with its comical characters and their interdimensional counterparts,
wack-a-doo aliens, and far-out locations. This full-color hardcover artbook showcases the
interstellar art of the third and fourth seasons of your favorite animated sci-fi adventure. Dark
Horse Books and Adult Swim offer another peek beneath the creators' curtain with The Art of
Rick and Morty Volume 2. More concept art! More creator commentary! More stuff!

Invader Zim Vol. 10
A must have for fans, this official illustrated guide features a unique look at all the gadgets and
inventions created by Rick Sanchez from Adult Swim's Emmy-winning show Rick and Morty.
Dive into this one-of-a-kind guide that explores and explains all the inventions, gadgets, and
machines -- not just the ones with a sci-fi word added to it -- that Rick and Morty have
encountered on their mind-blowing adventures! In the Book of Gadgets and Inventions, author
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Robb Pearlman explores the science and backstories as well as includes humorous how-to
instructions for of all the gadgets and gizmos from all three seasons of Rick and Morty,
breaking them into seven themed-categories including items like: Body and Mind: Anatomy
Park, Mindblower Helmet, and Pickle Serum Interdimensional Power & Travel:
Interdimensional Cable, Interdimensional Goggles, and Microverse Battery Weapons, Guns &
Suits: Concentrated Dark Matter, Groin System 6000, Rat Suit, and Suicide Machine Ships,
Machines & Boxes: Curse Purge Scanner, Demonic Alien Containment Box, Detox Machine,
and Science Microwave Robots & Clones: Butter Robot, Drones, Tiny Rick, and Toxic Rick and
Morty Extracurricular Gadgets & Inventions: Alien Vaccum, Beth's Toys, Ovenless Brownies,
Time Stabilizing Collar, True Level, and Wishing Portal Interdimensional Gadgets & Science:
Brainalyzer Helmet, Conroy, Gwendolyn, Meeseeks Box, Plubus, Roy: A Life Well Lived, and
Zigerion Simulation Chamber With full-color illustrations, concept art, "Rick Facts" sidebars,
episode references, and handwritten notes from Rick and Morty throughout, Book of Gadgets
and Inventions is a truly unique and must-have guide for fans of one of the most bizarre and
beloved animated shows on television.

Rick and Morty Presents
Morty has a FRIEND?! Nestor's become a fixture in the Smith household, and together they
enjoy Flossing, video games, and general goofing-off. How is Rick going to mess this up?
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Rick and Morty
The delightful story of Nora who, after a succession of terrible boyfriends, finds a much happier
relationship with a 500-pound American black bear. Bear meets girl. Nora has bad luck with
men. When she meets an (actual) bear on a hike in the Los Angeles hills, he turns out to be
the best romantic partner she's ever had! He's considerate, he's sweet, he takes care of her.
But he's a bear, and winning over her friends and family is difficult. Not to mention he has to
hibernate all winter. Can true love conquer all?

Assassination Classroom
The animated science-fiction adventures of Rick and Morty are irreverent, shocking, and
hilarious - from the cynical and rapid-fire one liners, to the grotesque and endearing character
designs. Now, take a deep trans-dimensional dive into the creation of these many insane
universes with The Art of Rick and Morty! Features intimate commentary from the show's
creators alongside a vast collection of process, concept, and production art.

Rick and Morty: Pocket Like You Stole It
The hit comic series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show Rick and Morty continues! Catch up on the adventures of degenerate genius
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Rick Sanchez and his bumbling grandson Morty as they explore the outer reaches of time,
space, and decency. “Rick and Morty walks a shredding tightrope among slapstick, pathos and
hilarity, with unexpected twists and a healthy sprinkle of nutty [science fiction] concepts thrown
in for good measure.” – Library Journal “A pitch-perfect replica of the voice actors’
performances, and the artwork, full of exaggerated cartoon shapes and grotesque creatures,
expertly mimics the animation.” – Booklist

Flashpoint
Raleigh doesn't have a soul. A cat stole it – at least that's what she tells people – at least that's
what she would tell people if she told people anything. But that would mean talking to people,
and the mere thought of social interaction is terrifying. How did such a shy teenage girl end up
in a car with three of her hooligan classmates on a cross-country road trip? Being forced to
interact with kids her own age is a new and alarming proposition for Raleigh, but maybe it's just
what she needs – or maybe it can help her find what she needs – or maybe it can help her to
realize that what she needs has been with her all along. This special hardcover edition of
Bryan Lee O'Malley's classic coming-of-age graphic novel includes previously uncollected
shorts and extra bonus material.

Whiteout Compendium
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The tenth and final volume in the bestselling Invader ZIM comic series based on the hit
Nickelodeon TV show! Don't miss this explosive collection of Invader ZIM comics! (Yes, there
are actually explosions in this one.) PREPARE YOUR HUMAN EYE SPHERES for a planet
unlike anything ZIM and Dib (and GIR I guess) have ever seen--populated entirely by OTHER
ZIMS! As in, ZIMs from alternate timelines! But still the horrible, evil ZIM Dib knows all too well.
Can Dib join the resistance (of ZIMS) and take down the planet's ruler (a ZIM), thus saving
every universe (from ZIMS)? And which is worse: a planet full of ZIMs or one new kid named
CHAMMY WAMBOO who desperately wants ZIM and Dib to be BEEEEEEST
FRIEEEEEENDS? Don't answer until after you've read the full collection! Collects issues
#46-50.

Rick & Morty Vol. 2
"Sharp, snarky and slick, Visaggio gives us a clever rewind to an unfolding mystery set in the
early 80s." –– CHUCK WENDIG It's 1983, and when mysterious monsters start overtaking a
small town in Ohio, it's up to a teenage girl gang to save the day in this new story for fans of
Paper Girls and Stranger Things. Created by powerhouse team Magdalene Visaggio (Eternity
Girl) and Claudia Aguirre (Kim & Kim), Morning in America follows the Sick Sisters, a group of
friends and small-time delinquents who may be the only people standing between their
suffocatingly small town and complete apocalyptic destruction. The Sisters know there's
something wrong in Tucker, Ohio—and they also know that the authorities aren't doing anything
about it. When the girls take the investigation into their own hands, they run into wild
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conspiracy theories, abandoned homes and something that screeches in the night. At the end
of the world, four girls with bikes and baseball bats are there to stand in the way.

Eternity Girl
Rick and Morty go to a theme park filled with robots that look like for real people, and exist to
fulfill all your carnal and/or lusty needs. Like that show, you know? With the robot theme park.
But with Rick and Morty. You get it, right?

Horimiya
3-E student Isogai breaks the school rules by working part-time to help support his family.
When Gakushu and rest of the Big Four students find out, they use his secret as leverage to
force 3-E to participate in a bizarre sports-day competition. Soon it’s time for the school’s
midterm competition as well, but when some 3-E students accidentally injure the elderly owner
of a day care/after-school program, Koro Sensei forbids them from studying and orders them to
replace him until he recovers! Assassination is one thing, but babysitting little kids?! And then,
our friends rescue a cat. -- VIZ Media

Rick & Morty Vol. 1
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In search of the lost art of rune crafting, Ainz journeys to the land of the dwarves. Accompanied
by Aura and Shalltear, he arrives only to find that the Dwarven Kingdom is beset by an
invasion run by someone besides himself! He soon strikes a deal to obtain the secrets behind
the making of runes in return for assisting the natives in reclaiming their capital, but it may not
be so easy when a legendary frost dragon stands in his way!

Rick and Morty Volume 2
Rick, Morty, and Summer journey to a prehistoric land full of DINOSAURS! Thankfully, Rick
has it all under control. That is, until he's suddenly out of commission, and it's up to Summer
and Morty to get them home. Plus, the conclusion of "The Rick Identity!"

Rick and Morty Volume 10
Explore the real science behind the Cartoon Network phenomenon Rick and Morty—one of
television’s most irreverent, whip-smart, and darkly hilarious shows—and discover how close we
are to Rick’s many experiments becoming a reality. Adult Swim’s Rick and Morty is one of the
smartest (and most insane) shows on television. Genius alcoholic Rick Sanchez and his
hapless grandson Morty have explored everything from particle physics to human
augmentation and much more in their intergalactic adventures through the multiverse. With
biting humor and plenty of nihilism, Rick and Morty employs cutting-edge scientific theories in
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every episode. But, outside of Rick’s garage laboratory, what are these theories truly about
and what can they teach us about ourselves? Blending biology, chemistry, and physics basics
with accessible—and witty—prose, The Science of Rick and Morty equips you with the scientific
foundation to thoroughly understand Rick’s experiments from the show, such as how we can
use dark matter and energy, just what is intelligence hacking, and whether or not you can
really control a cockroach’s nervous system with your tongue. Perfect for longtime and new
fans of the show, this is the ultimate segue into discovering more about our complicated and
fascinating universe.

Rick and Morty Book One
You’ve got to—belch!—roll for initiative, Morty! Two pop culture juggernauts are teaming up and
neither multiverse is prepared for what comes next! When Morty sees a cute girl at school
playing Dungeons & Dragons, he asks Rick to show him the ropes, only to discover that his
grandfather is a veteran gamer. Next thing he knows, the entire family has been pulled into a
campaign that escalates from virtual D&D simulations to alternate universes governed by the
rules of the game. And as it turns out, Rick isn’t the only one who knows his way around a
d20.

Kill Them All
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The critically acclaimed and Eisner-winning WHITEOUT graphic novels from Greg Rucka
(LAZARUS, WONDER WOMAN) & Steve Lieber (THE FIX, SUPERIOR FOES) return in this
new compendium! Carrie Stetko is a US Marshal tasked with enforcing the law in one of the
most remote and inhospitable places on earth―Antarctica. Collects WHITEOUT and
WHITEOUT: MELT under one cover!

My Boyfriend is a Bear
Refugees from another world, the Visionaries' startling magical abilities could make them
powerful allies or dangerous enemies. It turns out there are some of each. When Virulina,
leader of the Darkling Lords, discovers that the Transformers are vulnerable to magic, she
uses that weakness to try and gain control of Cybertron! Leoric of the Spectral Knights teams
up with Ironhide to stop her, but they quickly find themselves facing not just the Lords, but all of
New Prysmos itself.

Rick and Morty Presents Vol. 2
The smash-hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult
swim]™ animated show RICK AND MORTY™ is available in its fourth deluxe hardcover
collection! When aliens threaten to destroy the world (again), what happens when Jerry tries to
talk 'em out of it? Nothing good! Morty and Summer need dates to the prom, but when Rick
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tries tohelpeveryone BUGS out! From Interdimensional Cable to Beth's never-ending struggles
for even the smallest amount of respectyou'll find all that and more in this oversized collection,
not to mention 5 full issues of Multiple Morty Madness!! This special edition collects issues
#26-30 of the main series, as well as the entire Pocket Like You Stole It miniseries, based on
the bestselling mobile game. It also includes a brand-new introduction, cover art, and a gallery
of Pocket Like You Stole It trading cards! Get schwifty!

Rick and Morty: Lil' Poopy Superstar
The runaway hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [Adult
Swim] animated show RICK AND MORTY explores the complexities of friendship and fame in
LIL’ POOPY SUPERSTAR! Mr. Poopybutthole is in trouble, and he turns to the one person he
can trust: Summer Smith! She's more than willing to help, but is he telling her the whole truth?
Summer will find out as she and Mr. Poopybutthole embark on their very own fantastic
adventure across space, complete with jailbreaks, hijackings, and high school prom. Plus,
backup comics featuring good ol' Rick and Morty!

Transformers Vs. Visionaries
Rick and Morty™: Pocket Like You Stole It is the fan-favorite comic book miniseries based on
the popular Adult Swim™ television series and inspired by the Pocket Mortys mobile game.
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Morty is on a quest to free himself (and all the other Mortys) from the clutches of Ricks, who
collect Mortys and force them to battle one another for schmeckles and glory. Along the way,
he’ll discover the grisly history of Morty battling, the dastardly lengths that Ricks are willing to
stoop to in order to win, and perhaps… the strength in himself that’s needed to free the Mortys
once and for all!

Rick and Morty #46
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show RICK AND MORTY is now available in its first deluxe hardcover collection! Join
the excitement as depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his
awkward grandson Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his
teenage granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-inlaw Jerry. This collection features the first ten issues of the comic book series, including “THE
WUBBA LUBBA DUB DUB OF WALL STREET,” "MORT-BALLS!," "BALL FONDLERS
SPECIAL," and more, along with hilarious mini-comics showcasing the whole family. This
special hardcover edition also includes an exclusive sound clip of Rick and Morty and all the
cover art from the first ten issues of the comic book series!

Rick and Morty: Go to Hell
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Air Bud meets The Walking Dead! From the tabletop smash hit comes this new comic series
starring your favorite characters from Plaid Hat Games' DEAD OF WINTER, written by Kyle
Starks (the Eisner Award-nominated Sexcastle), and illustrated by Gabo (The Life After). In the
pantheon of superheroes, none are more loveable and loyal than everyone's favorite good ol'
dog, Sparky. Surviving in the wintery apocalypse of the undead, this former TV show stunt dog
turned zombie killing machine just wants to make friends and be a good boy. As his fellow
survivors scavenge for supplies in the frigid wasteland, will Sparky be able to protect his
companions from threats both undead and otherwise? Collects issues #1-4 from the "Good
Good Dog" storyline from DEAD OF WINTER!

Scott Pilgrim
ÒA wild, visually engrossing journey.Ó ÑPaste Magazine ÒA surreal, deeply personal tale.Ó
ÑA.V. Club ÒA smart and unforgettable book.Ó ÑSyFy Wire Caroline Sharp gave up her
humanity to gain incredible shape-shifting abilitiesÑpowers she used to save the world time
and time again as the superhero Chrysalis. But as the years wore on, she began to lose
control of the elemental forces coursing through her body, making her dangerously unstable
and forcing her removal from ALPHA 13, the covert government agency that created her. Now,
although she can barely hold herself together, CarolineÕs unique condition also means that
nothing can kill her. Isolated, alienated and profoundly alone, sheÕs determined to break the
curse of her immortalityÑby any means necessary. Enter the villainous Madame Atom, with the
offer of a lifetime: to end her suffering, all Caroline has to do is undertake one final, dimensionPage 13/22
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spanning mission, with one simple objectiveÑthe destruction of the entire universe. Written by
Eisner and GLAAD Media award-nominated writer Magdalene Visaggio and illustrated by
Eisner Award-winning artist Sonny Liew, Eternity Girl collects the unforgettable six-issue
miniseries from the groundbreaking DCÕs Young Animal imprint.

Rick and Morty Presents: Jerry #1
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show Rick and Morty is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as
depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson
Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage
granddaughter Summer, his vetinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law Jerry.

Rick and Morty Book Four
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show RICK & MORTY continues! Catch up on the adventures of degenerate genius
Rick Sanchez and his bumbling grandson Morty as they explore the outer reaches of time,
space, and decency. This collection features issues #6-10 of the comic book series, including
the "Ball Fondlers Special" by guest artist Andrew MacLean, "A Very Special Blumbus,"
illustrated by series writer Zac Gorman, and a cyberpunk adventure across the multiverse.
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Plus: bonus mini-comics showcasing fan-favorite characters!

The Art of Rick and Morty
" The story of Shane Sexcastle, former Worlds Greatest Hitman turned former Secret Service
agent turned former convict. Shane is recently out of jail seeking redemption for a life fueled by
death and murder but sadly that journey has led him to a midwestern town under the rule of a
petty despot. While he seeks a life of peace his old life relentlessly pulls him back in"--Author's
Kickstarter website.

Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons & Dragons
A mysterious stranger appears in a Moscow park. Soon he and his retinue have astonished the
locals with the magic show to end all magic shows. But why are they really here, and what has
it got todo with the beautiful Margarita, or her lover, the Master, a silenced writer? A carnival for
the senses and a diabolical extravaganza, this most exuberant of Russian novels was staged
in this adaptation at Chichester Festival Theatre.

Rick and Morty #35
Finally, a deluxe hardcover edition of the Invader ZIM comics is here! Laugh your way through
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the first ten issues of Invader ZIM―as well as the exclusive #0 issue not available in stores!
Relive the terror of watching the Invader ZIM TV show by reading Invader ZIM, the comic! Now
in a bigger size so you can catch every single horrible detail! Featuring hilarious stories by
Jhonen Vasquez, Eric Trueheart, and KC Green, and horrifying art from Aaron Alexovich and
Dave Crosland, this is one collection not to be missed!

Kim & Kim Volume 2
Perpetually down on their luck, Kim Quatro and Kim Dantzler are two best friends doing their
best to get by as interdimensional bounty hunters.

Sexcastle
Well, it finally happened. Rick and Morty are in Hell, and we don't mean the DMV. It's fire,
brimstone, and torture for all eternity. Typical Rick, he sees a way out of this mess and drags
Morty with him on a horrific adventure to speak tothe manager. It's Dante's Inferno meets
Office Space, and all hell's about to break loose! Collects the full 5-issue miniseries from writer
Ryan Ferrier, artist Constanza Orozo, colorist Sarah Stern, and letterer CRANK!

The Art of Rick and Morty Volume 2
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Scott gets ready to fight Ramona's second evil ex-boyfriend, but things get more complicated
when Scott's exes show up.

The Science of Rick and Morty
This volume of stand-alone stories collects incredible tales of degenerate genius scientist Rick
Sanchez and his timid grandson Morty Smith, including the super-special #50 issue
celebration, where we do a Morty’s Mindblower tale so deranged, we needed all your favourite
creators to contribute. From frequent contributors like Tini Howard (Euthanauts, Thanos) to
Andrew MacLean (Head Lopper), and series regulars like Kyle Starks (Sexcastle,
Assassination Nation) to Marc Ellerby, these stories take Morty on a mind-trip you’ll NEVER
forget. PLUS: See all your favourite characters in stories featuring giant space babies, deja-vu,
interdimensional cable, teenage wastelands, Groundhog Days, a universe populated only by
toes, and much, much more. Wubba lubba dub dub! Collects issues #46-50.

Rick and Morty #51
Learn the secret stories and hidden pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty characters in Rick
and Morty presents! These 4 oversized comics, collected here for the first time, focus on fanfavorite characters and storylines, with writing and art from today's top talent!
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Dead of Winter
The new gonzo graphic novel love letter to 90s action movies by Eisner-nominated cartoonist
Kyle Starks (Sexcastle, Rick and Morty). A betrayed murderess wants revenge. A hard drinking
former cop wants his job back. For either to get what they want, they’re going to have to fight
their way through fifteen flights of criminals, assassins, drug lords, murderers, yup, even
accountants, and… KILL. THEM. ALL.

Lost at Sea
Perfect for die-hard fans, Rick and Morty Presents: Volume 2 explores the lives of four more
characters from the hit [adult swim] TV show! Learn even more of the secret stories and hidden
pasts of your favorite Rick and Morty(TM) characters. A frightful tale about everyone's
favorite(ital) character: Jerry! What happens when you ask Mr. Meeseeks to discovery the
meaning of life? Nothing good! Plus: the "behind the music" style secrets of The Flesh
Curtains, Rick's band! And don't miss a story centered on Unity, Rick's favorite ex-girlfriend.
Why does she need him to take over the Galaxy? You'll have to read to find out!

Morning in America
Rick and Morty Presents is back by popular demand! This very special issue focuses on
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everyone's favorite character, Jerry. Jerry's wisely blaming all his marital issues on his Dadbod. When he goes to Rick for a quick fix, things go so poorly, it'sdemonic. Written by Ryan
Ferrier (Batman/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Regular Show, D4VE, and more!), with series
artists CJ Cannon and Joshua Perez!

Rick and Morty Volume 1
Rick and Morty's insane adventures continue in this latest volume. Featuring alien invasions,
prom night catastrophes and ethically ambiguous cloning.

Rick and Morty Book of Gadgets and Inventions
The hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland’s hilarious [adult swim]
animated show RICK & MORTY is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as
depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson
Morty across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage
granddaughter Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law
Jerry. This collection features the first five issues of the comic book series, including "“The
Wubba Lubba Dub Dub of Wall Street,” "Mort-Balls!" and more, along with hilarious minicomics showcasing the whole family.
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The Master and Margarita
Barry Allen is a hero. He protects the innocent and battles evil as the Flash - the world's fastest
man. But this is not the world he knew. This is a world where Wonder Woman and Aquaman
have plunged millions into the darkness of warwhere the fastest man alive is just another man.
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